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ABSTRACT

R
RedTag is an op
ptical tagging system
s
that pro
ovides time based
iddentification off objects, peoplle or devices via small low co
ost
innfrared transm
mitters and reeceivers. We have developed
R
RedTag as a cheap and fleexible method
d of augmentin
ng
eexisting video capture
c
equipm
ment with an add
ditional temporral
m
metadata outpu
ut of content based informatiion. In this notte,
w
we describe thee technology beehind RedTag and demonstraate
thhe interaction opportunities that arise thrrough access to
teemporal metad
data.
A
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II.4.8 IMAGE PROCESSING AND
A
COMPU
UTER VISION::
S
Scene Analysis (Tracking)
IN
NTRODUCTIO
ON

T
There are many
y uses for a lo
ow cost and fleexible system for
f
taagging physicaal objects and people
p
for remo
ote identificatio
on,
sspecifically within a specific spatial
s
frame of reference (such
aas that dictated
d by a camera’’s field-of-view
w). Within video
pproduction, tem
mporal, contentt based information about each
vvideo clip is vittal metadata that it is currentlly not possible to
aautomatically generate,
g
especiially at the poin
nt of capture. Th
he
iddentification off actors, particiipants or objects within a video
cclip is vital for later categorizzation and iden
ntification durin
ng
ppost-production
n. Professional teams often employ a Scriipt
S
Supervisor to manually
m
gather this data, wh
hich is reconciled
inn post-production, but this is often not posssible for smalleer,
nnon-professionaal teams. A system that integrates wiith
eexisting cameraa equipment an
nd workflow to
ools would avo
oid
uunnecessary ex
xpense and ch
hange to exissting workflow
ws.
R
RedTag can cap
pture content based
b
metadata about the visib
ble
innfrared tags which
w
is then recorded
r
onto existing cameera
eequipment usiing an unuseed audio recording channel,
pproviding conteent based metadata about th
he frame conteext
w
with implicit tem
mporal synchro
onization. No additional
a
or no
onsstandard cameera equipment is required except a smaall
R
RedTag receiveer and audio cable.
c
RedTag components are
a

small, wireless, cheaap to manufaccture and deploy, robust,
flexiblee and offer sensing within a cameras field-off-view.
VIDEO
O METADATA

New fforms of mediia delivery, usser interaction, branching
narrativve, multi-formaat content and second-screen content are
emergiing as key outpputs of a produuction. Rich annd accurate
metadaata on source ffootage is key to creating vallue in such
contentt. Metadata alloows footage to be re-purposedd, re-edited
and ma
matched with addditional conteent without dirrect human
interveention. It is also key for maaking content accessible,
providiing triggers foor audio-descriiption, subtitlinng and remasteriing of contennt. Video filess already suppport native
attachm
ment of metaddata through M
MXF [3] and m
many video
cameraas automaticallly record stattic technical iinformation
about sshot and camerra setup, howeever, these form
mats do not
generatte or store tem
mporal context or content ideentification.
RedTag
ag augments oobjects, props,, scenery andd actors to
automaatically recordding when theese items enteer and exit
frame. The practice of accompanyying ‘rushes’ (dumps of
meras) with nottes on shot conttent from a
footagee from the cam
Script-Supervisor (orr other memberr of the crew) iis common
practicce, and this dataa is used by thee post-productiion team to
more eeasily interprett footage. The automatic avaailability of
this meetadata facilitattes a number off processing oppportunities
with thhe captured foootage for post-pproduction andd additional
contentt which are nnot possible wiith the data prrovided by
manual
al annotation ttechniques booth for professional and
amateuur video produccers:
Editingg: Video metaadata can be used to either auttomatically
mark inn and out pointts in clips depennding on the enntry, exit or
presencce of specific objects or peersons, or be uused as an
indicattor for the editoor as a time-bassed overlay on the editing
surfacee. Rough or ‘ruush’ edits can tthen be createdd with little
effort rready for clip reeview or furtheer editing.
Contin
nuity Checkin
ng: Continuity checking across multiple
scenes,, shots and locations is keyy to producing believable
contentt. Content bassed metadata regarding propps in shot,
costum
mes or extras w
within each shoot can supportt automatic
highligghting of inconssistencies and ppossible probleems.

Figuree 1 A RedTag T
Transmitter

Segmentation: Content based metadata supports the
segmentation of video into semantically meaningful chunks,
and subsequent efficient identification and contextualizing of
footage. Temporal metadata allows sub-segments of clips to
contain meta-information without segmenting clips into
individual files, supporting increased temporal granularity for
capturing contextual metadata and allowing for time based
tagging of content within the scene. This can be used for
providing time-based second screen content during
broadcast.
Searching: Often individuals and organizations produce and
archive all of their footage for audit or future use. Timebased content based metadata supports searching large
archives for specific objects, locations or persons as well as
retrieving the specific point within a clip that the search term
was found.
Annotation: Clips that are augmented with time-based
metadata of the appearance of objects, people and locations
can be used to automatically segment clips for on screen
overlays, subtitling and audio description. In live broadcasts,
metadata could provide automatic titling of presenters or
interviewees, whilst simultaneously generating live audio
description about the presence of objects, locations or people
who are silent in the scene.
PREVIOUS WORK

Systems such as iBand [4] nTag, GroupWear [1], SpotMe1
and Poken2 all provide wireless technologies for tagging
people or objects, but these systems are design for enabling
social interaction between participants through facilitating
social connections within shot distances. Longer range
wireless tagging has been successful for indoor localization:
The ActiveBadge [6] system uses Infrared (IR) beacons worn
by people in a building which transmit a unique code at 15s
intervals. Transmissions are detected by sensors placed
throughout the building to determine the wearer’s position.
Similarly, Digital Assistant [5] IR badges can identify people
to specific interaction points by transmitting unique codes to
worn receivers, and Meme Tags can exchange short
messages using IR for two way-communication but these
solutions do not take into account the camera frame as a
reference. Similarly Intellibadge [2] is a system for adding
value to social interaction at live events through augmenting
attendees with RFID aware device and fixed RF beacons in
specific locations in the venue, combining the personalization
of Poken with the indoor localization and contextual control
of media demonstrated by the Active Badge and Digital

Assistant. Although these technologies provide temporal
identification of subjects in a location, they do not integrate
with the field-of-view of a camera or recording equipment
within the space. These technologies make use of IR
technology for identification of people and objects from a
distance but without considering camera field of view or
recording of this data without additional hardware. Optical
technologies such as QR codes or AR tags however have
proved successful in tagging objects within video, but have
the obvious disadvantage of visibility within the scene,
negating their use in broadcast media.
THE REDTAG SYSTEM

The RedTag system consists of multiple low-power infrared
emitters, and rechargeable receivers (see Figure 2) leveraging
robust proven IR technology. Each small transmitter is
programmed with a unique identifier (ID) and affixed to a
person, object or at a fixed location. Receivers are mounted
on camera equipment orientated in the same direction as the
lens and connected to the secondary audio recording input.
Tags regularly ‘chirp’, transmitting their ID via infrared.
These codes reach the receiver only when within the camera
field-of-view and are output as DTMF tones representing the
visible tag’s ID and are recorded onto the camera audio feed.
Simple DTMF decoding software is used to return the ID and
relative timestamp of each tag in the recording.

Figure 2 RedTag System Functional Workflow

RedTag transmitters use a modulated IR signal, similar to TV
remote controls. Emitters are designed to be low cost, small
consumables which can be embedded into objects. In one
implementation, each emitter is powered by two replaceable
coin-cell batteries, giving it a lifespan of around 3 weeks. In
the most common configuration, a RedTag receiver emits
each code that it receives from multiple RedTag transmitters
as a stream of DTMF tones, which is recorded onto a
cameras additional audio channel.
Transmitter

1
2

http://www.spotme.com/
Figure 3 RedTag Receiver (in a camera mounted enclosure
with an aperture matching the camera lens)
http://poken.com

A RedTag transmitter (Figure 1) may consists of just seven
or less components on a single layer PCB, including: a 6-pin
PIC 8-bit microcontroller, Infrared emitter (850nm
wavelength, modulated at 455 kHz), appropriate resistors and
one or two coin-cell batteries. Even in small scale production,
the unit cost for each transmitter when mass produced is
under $3, allowing transmitters to be used as non-returnable
consumables in large scale deployments. During operation,
the tag waits a pseudo-random interval (around 1 second)

before transmitting its 16-bit payload (ID). This jitter
prevents any tags’ chirp from falling into phase with another
and repeatedly colliding which would prevent successful
reception. To prevent spurious or misidentification of tags,
Manchester coding is used to transmit the payload, which
helps to identify collisions with other transmitters. As an
additional measure, the 16-bit payload consists of a 10-bit
unique identifier and a 6-bit CRC (using the ITU 6-bit CRC)
to protect against ID corruption. Given the 22.75 kbaud (455
kHz carrier, 20 cycles per bit), each 16-bit ID takes 1.76ms to
transmit. Given perfect synchronization between transmitters
this allows 568 transmitters to be detected a second.
However,
as
no
synchronization
(or
two-way
communication) exists between transmitters or receivers, the
collision rate increases with the number of transmitters
visible. With 100 transmitters in use, all transmissions with
1.76ms duration are randomly allocated within a 1s intervals,
and the probability of any one transmission avoiding
collision with 99 others in one second is
≈ 0.84. Thus
| = 1 = 1 − 0.00176
the probability of one transmission avoiding collision at least
once in 5 seconds (a contextually useful time window) is
| = 5 = 1 − 1 − 0.84 ≈ 0.9999. A
statistical simulation of collisions shows that we can reliably
(
≈ 0.99) receive the tag ID of 60 transmitters
within a 5 second window.
Receiver

Each RedTag receiver (Figure 3) features a 16-bit
microcontroller, infrared receiver, a re-chargeable battery and
combination 3.5mm audio jack and USB connector.
Receivers are mounted in an enclosure of IR blocking
material with an aperture directly in front of the IR receiver.
The aperture size is calculated to provide the same field-ofview to that of a camera (see Figure 4). When a transmission
is received, the RedTag code received is output via the audio
jack as DTMF audio tones which are still identifiable through
any compression used. Each code is emitted as four DTMF3
symbols: a ‘#’ symbol, used as a delimiter between records,
followed by a three digit number. Each tone is played for
40ms with a 50ms interval, allowing three newly seen
devices to be identified each second. The receiver operates a
memory queue to buffer incoming codes, and ensures that
newly observed codes are reported in a first-in-first-out order
as soon as possible and duplications in the queue have lower
precedence than unique entries. In this way, the receiver
maintains a current list of observed transmitters, and only
fails to pass on this data through DTMF if the queue
overflows. Although using DTMF codes means that there
may be a slight temporal delay between the receiver
observing the transmitter, and emitting the DTMF code for it,
this queue method ensures that all of the observed devices
will be recorded within a temporally relevant period. By
attenuating the transmitters in firmware or optically, the
effective range of the transmitter can be adjusted from 5m to
3

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dual-tone_multifrequency_signaling

Figure 4 RedTag Receiver with a Camera Apeture

100m, depending on the sensitivity required. Transmitter
range is particularly directional and subject to multi-path
reflection to receivers however this can be advantageous
when applying apertures to RedTag receiver units to match a
camera’s field-of-view. To retrieve RedTag data from a
camera recording, the relevant audio channel is extracted and
passed through a software DTMF decoder which outputs the
ID and timestamp of each detected RedTag. Before postproduction, software is used to batch process clips, separating
the additional audio channel and detecting the tones (tags
id’s) alongside a timestamp within the stream. Each ID is
replaced with a description of where the tag was located
(provided by the crew) and the information is saved back to
the source file as XMP metadata. If required, RedTag data
(as audio) is maintained through subsequent manipulation
(cutting, editing and mixing) and stripped out later.
EVALUATION

We tested RedTag in a controlled setting to determine its
spatial and technical limitations. In a single tag test, the
effective range of a RedTag was tested to be 6±0.1m, and the
effective angle of rotation from the receiver before losing
signal was 185° from the horizontal. In two standard camera
shots (close shot and mid-shot), with an ƒ/4 lens, RedTags
are received within +=3° outside of the camera frame
bounding box, whereas in a wide shot, RedTags are only
received within with center 40% of the camera frame, due to
the fixed sensor aperture. We accepted this limitation of a
fixed aperture due as we had configured the receiver for
close, interview style filming. To evaluate the effectiveness
in a real world scenario, we setup a 3 key use-cases as
controlled tests: an interview or presentation scenario with 1
or 2 people in frame and a fixed camera; social coffee break
scenario, with multiple small groups of people and a moving
camera; a film acting style scenario, with a fixed camera, and
acting towards the camera. For each one, we analyzed: the
correctness of generated metadata (false positives for
transmitters not present); temporal instability (is the
transmitter data recorded within a useable timeframe of
sensing the transmitter); maximum tags; range constraints
and data accuracy (e.g. missing people from clip). For the
test, a single RedTag receiver was mounted underneath the
lens of a Panasonic AF101 camera and plugged into the
secondary audio input channel, and each of 11 participants
wore a transmitter inside in a badge on a lanyard. 10 videos
were captured in various filming scenarios. The transmitter

id’s from the resulting video were retrieved and compared
against the same footage which had been annotated by hand
to provide a ground truth of people in the camera frame.
Overall, no false positives were experienced. In clips with a
static camera and a single person in frame, their RedTag was
received on a regular schedule (2s) throughout the clip. In
clips with more action and moving cameras we see 90% and
84% discovery for film style and coffee break style
respectively – we sample only the transmitters visible for at
least 2 seconds and require the detection to occur while it is
visible. When allowing for delays in detection we detect 87%
and 99% of transmitters within 1 minute of visibility. This is
appropriate for identification of people within multiple clips
but negates specific temporal identification. It was noted that
for 2 people in the scene, no transmissions were received,
suggesting hardware failure. In most cases, including those
with larger groups of people, there were usually only 2 or 3
people facing towards the camera while others faced away or
side on. A slow sweeping motion or several steady shots into
the group generally captured all participants. With our
placement of transmitter (in a neck worn badge holder) they
are relatively low on the body but were often still be detected
as the receiver was mounted below the lens and provides a
non-rectangular field of view, slightly larger in the vertical
direction. In practice, 10% of cases where the a person was
visible in shot resulted in failure to detect their transmitter
due to orientation to the camera, in addition to brief
appearances (less than 1s) and transmitters occluded by arms,
hands, or objects, as expected. Whether deliberate or not, this
prevented identification within the scene and is a critique on
the lanyard mounting method.
DEPLOYMENT

We have deployed RedTag during three academic conference
events with ~200 attendees each. At each event, attendee
badges contained a transmitter pre-linked to their event
registration information. RedTag was used to augment video
footage taken of talks and interviews to segment and label
footage for rapid editing. Eight cameras used throughout the
venue were equipped with a receiver. During editing the
associated metadata was retrieved and mapped onto attendee
registration information and displayed as a visual overlay on
the editing timeline aiding rapid segmentation and
identification of specific clips, as well as automatic tagging
of interviewees and speakers. This information was also used
to overlay associated captions and information on all
playback and output streams.
DISCUSSION

Our technical evaluation and subsequent deployment has
highlighted practical considerations for RedTag in practice
which are key to discuss:

Reliability: In scenarios with large numbers of transmitters,

RedTag may not receive temporally correct data, but
depending on the length of capture will receive the
transmitter at some point. This is useful for identifying if a
transmitter exists in a video, but negates the use of timebased data to locate it. In choreographed capture scenarios
however, transmitters can be mounted to face the camera and
thus can be used to reliably determine time based frame entry
and exit information about the transmitter. Some materials
reflect IR light, as such false positives are a possibility. Due
to the hardware auto-gain control and receiver aperture
however, this scenario is unlikely and did not occur in either
our study or deployment.
Occlusion: Although operating with line-of-sight IR,
transmitters can be hidden in clothing or objects to avoid
their appearance in shot as long as the material is IR
transparent and many different materials have such
properties. Occlusion by other objects however will prevent
reception, thus production crew must be aware of this
property when mounting transmitters. In some cases
however, this can be advantageous, such as for generating
audio description of items visible in a scene. In our
deployment, the primary cause of occlusion was the user
covering their badge accidentally, and this could be
controlled by alternative mounting of the transmitters.
Human Effort: The addition of RedTag to the production
workflow requires management of transmitter IDs and
associated metadata. As managing cast, props and locations
are already performed by roles within a production team, this
responsibility could be shared amongst the crew, resulting in
little extra overhead. In conclusion, the RedTag system
provides a method of automatically capturing content based
temporal metadata, storing this data as part of the video
media for later use in post-production.
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